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Beware! iCloud Backups Deleted after 180 Days 
by  ADAM ENGST 

TidBITS reader Walter Ian Kaye had a simple question: “Did you know Apple deletes iCloud backups 
over 180 days old? I didn’t. 😭 ” 

I’m always bemused when I discover myself adopting one of my son’s expressions, and my immediate 
reaction was a teen-speak refrain from his high school years: “Wait, what?” 

I had no idea that Apple deleted iCloud backups after 180 days, and a quick poll in the TidBITS Slack 
channel showed that it wasn’t common knowledge among other TidBITS staffers and contributing edi-
tors. 

But a quick Google search revealed that the policy is far from new—I see perturbed iCloud users 
complaining as far back as 2014, and Take Control author Kirk McElhearn mentioned the fact in a 
2013 Macworld article. 

Apple does document this fact 
in various places, including in the 
iCloud User Guide, the Manage 
Your iCloud Storage support 
document, and the iCloud Terms 
and Conditions. But if you were 
expecting that you might be 
warned about such a limitation in 
the iOS interface, such as on the 
screen where you enable iCloud 
Backup or learn more about what’s 
backed up, you’d be disappointed. 

Apple’s acknowledgment of the 
deletion policy is not quite as hid-
den as the plans for demolishing 
Arthur Dent’s house in The Hitch-
hiker’s Guide to the Galaxy. But the 
effect is roughly the same if you 
were planning on restoring from 
your iCloud backup, only to dis-
cover that Apple had deleted it, with the only warning being in support documents you’ve never read. 

On the one hand, it makes some sense that Apple would want to delete device backups—which can be 
quite large—that no one is ever going to want to use again. With hundreds of millions of devices backing 
up to iCloud, the storage requirements boggle the mind. 

But on the other, what was Apple thinking?!? Deleting a user’s one and only backup, particularly with-
out clear documentation in the user interface and express warning of the pending deletion, is simply un-
acceptable. 

Of course, most people will never run into this problem. It’s unusual that someone would make a 
backup and then let it sit for over 6 months before wanting to restore. Unusual, but far from impossible. 
Walter had backed up a dying iPad and was saving the money to replace it, assuming that he’d be able to 
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SIG NEWS 

The Saturday SMMUG Special Interest Group 
(SIG) will meet from 10:00 AM to 12:00 Noon, 
Saturday, July 11, 2020, via a ZOOM video con-
ference. FYI: An email containing the the Meeting 
ID and password will be sent to all members. 

If you don’t know how to join a ZOOM meeting, 
go to the “Mac and iPad ZOOM instructions” 
PDF  on our SMMUG web site. 

The meeting will be divided in to two parts. The 
First part starting at 10:00 will focus on Keychain 
and Password Managers. Starting at 11:00 it will 
focus on iOS, helping everyone become both com-
fortable and proficient with their iPhone, iPad, and 
iPod mobile devices.  

All are invited, but new users are especially encour-
aged to attend this meeting. Bring your tips and 
tricks, questions and suggestions.  

For more information about Special Interest 
Groups (SIGs), go to the SMMUG website. 

Scan this QR code to be taken to our SM-
MUG web site

ADVERTISING 
You can advertise your business or service 
through the Silicon Summit. 

RATES  
Per inch   $10 
Quarter page   $15  
Half page   $25  
Full page   $50  
Insert                  $15 

A 10% discount is applied for ads that 
run two or more months, except for in-

serts. 

Sponsoring Memberships are also avail-
able to merchants who want to see their 
business name and address listed on the 
front page. Sponsoring Memberships are 
$100 for one year.

MEETING DATES 
  
Our regular monthly meetings are on the second 
Monday of every month. Upcoming meeting 
dates are as follows: 

July 13   
August 10   

September 14   
October 12   
November 9   
December 14 

                                                                              
MISSED AN ISSUE? 

You can find the previous issues of the Sili-
con Summit posted in PDF format at the 
SMMUG website.

THIS MONTH AT SMMUG 

July 13, 2020
6:00 Q&A Session 
6:45 Networking Break 
7:00 Lightroom and MorphAge by Skip 
Mundy 
8:00 Adjourn 

Silicon Summit is a monthly publica-
tion of the Silicon Mountain Mac-
intosh User Group, Inc.  
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Announcements 

July Presentation 
Skip Mundy will compare the two versions of 
Lightroom. The emphasis will be on how 
Lightroom helps you organize, safely store and 
quickly retrieve your images and not so much 
on how to improve individual shots. In addi-
tion, he will give a short intro to Morph Age, a 
fun piece of software won as a door prize (3rd 
hand) at one of our very own SMMUG meet-
ings.” 

Door Prizes For The July Meeting: 
Affinity Publisher 
Art Text 4 
Neat Video 

Club News
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restore because he was paying Apple every month 
for 200 GB of iCloud storage space. 

Apple clearly already has a scheduled process that 
checks backup age and deletes backups over 180 
days old. It can’t be that difficult for Apple’s engi-
neers to adjust that process to send out an email 
message to the user saying: 

Your iCloud backup for “Adam’s iPad 2” made 
on January 1st, 2020, expires on June 30th, 2020. 
It will be deleted after that unless you make another 
backup using that device before then. 

Even better would be to include in that email 
message a link the user could click to reset the 180-
day counter. That would let people like Walter pre-
vent the backup from expiring until they could 
restore it. 

In the meantime, if you want to ensure that an iOS device backup sticks around indefinitely, you’ll need to back it up to your Mac, using either 
the Finder in macOS 10.15 Catalina or iTunes in previous versions of macOS (there are other differences between the backup types as well, though 
the 180-day limit isn’t mentioned). Unfortunately, local backups can consume significant space (my iPhone 11 Pro’s backup is over 67 GB). Plus, 
they must be stored in ~/Library/Application Support/MobileSync/Backup/, which is problematic for those with small boot drives—that was 
why Walter was using iCloud Backup in the first place.

Continued from page 1

https://support.apple.com/en-us/HT203977#computer
https://support.apple.com/en-us/HT204136
https://support.apple.com/en-us/HT203977#computer
https://support.apple.com/en-us/HT204136
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Mac & iOS News
Here’s What Next for tvOS 14 and HomeKit 

by JOSH CENTERS 
Apple didn’t say much about tvOS 14 and HomeKit during its 2020 WWDC keynote, but some nice features are arriving for both later this year. 

We’re covering them together because there is more overlap than ever between Apple TV and Apple’s home automation platform. I’ll have my work 
cut out for me this year updating Take Control of Apple TV and Take Control of Apple Home Automation. And I’m sure Glenn Fleishman will be 
busy with updates to Take Control of Home Security Cameras. 

What’s Coming in tvOS 14 
As has been the case for a few years now, tvOS 14 won’t bring anything revolutionary to the Apple TV. Still, it will add the Home app, better inte-

gration with security cameras, a picture in picture feature that isn’t bound by the Apple TV app, more 4K support, audio sharing for AirPods, and 
broader game controller support. 

The real question is if Apple will introduce new Aerial screensaver videos—for many people, they’ve been the most visible improvement in the last 
few tvOS releases. 

Home App 
The biggest news in tvOS 14 is the addition of the Home app. 

While you’ve been able to control HomeKit accessories with Siri on 
the Apple TV for years, there was no first-party graphical interface. 
That changes in tvOS 14. I’m not sure how useful the Home app will 
actually be, but it’ll be good to have, especially if you share a house 
with someone who doesn’t otherwise use Apple products. 

What’s interesting about Home on the Apple TV is how it inte-
grates with any HomeKit cameras you may have. Just as in iOS, you’ll 
be able to access favorites from Control Center, including a view from 
the cameras you’ve set up. You can select one to see a full-screen view. 

tvOS 14 makes HomeKit video doorbells more interesting. When 
someone rings the doorbell, a preview window appears over whatever 
video is playing, showing the view from the camera. 

Better 4K Support 
Apple likes to tout the superior image quality of the Apple TV, but 

there are a few places where it still lags. One that’s been a particular 
bugaboo for some Apple TV users is the lack of 4K video support in 
YouTube, the subject of a recent comment in TidBITS Talk. 

It was a classic case of Apple and Google butting heads over formats. 
Google supports 4K YouTube videos only in the open-source VP9 
codec, while Apple steadfastly supports only H.264 and H.265. 
There’s speculation as to what sort of compromise they reached, but it’s 
enough to know that the two have resolved their conflict. 

Another 4K improvement is that you can AirPlay videos in their full 4K glory from the Photos app in iOS 14 to the Apple TV in tvOS 14. 

Improved Picture in Picture 
Apple announced Picture in Picture (PiP) for the Apple TV last year, a feature that had been on my wishlist for a long time. But I was disappointed 

when, at some point in the beta cycle, Apple restricted PiP so that it worked only inside the Apple TV app (see “How to Use tvOS 13’s Picture in 
Picture,” 5 October 2019). My guess is that Apple needed more time to work out the kinks, and the original feature was indeed buggy in the betas. 

The good news is Apple is now apparently confident enough to take PiP system-wide, and it’s likely key to the new HomeKit camera integration. 
I’ll be curious to see if YouTube allows PiP on the Apple TV, unlike on the iPad (for workarounds, see “TipBITS: Watch YouTube Videos in Picture 
in Picture,” 19 July 2019). 

https://www.apple.com/apple-tv-4k/#tvos-new
https://www.takecontrolbooks.com/apple-tv/?pt=TIDBITS
https://www.takecontrolbooks.com/apple-home-automation/?pt=TIDBITS
https://www.takecontrolbooks.com/security-cameras/?pt=TIDBITS
https://talk.tidbits.com/t/alternative-player-for-apple-tv-rented-video/12528/8
https://tidbits.com/2019/10/05/how-to-use-tvos-13s-picture-in-picture/
https://tidbits.com/2019/10/05/how-to-use-tvos-13s-picture-in-picture/
https://tidbits.com/2019/07/19/tipbits-watch-youtube-videos-in-picture-in-picture/
https://tidbits.com/2019/07/19/tipbits-watch-youtube-videos-in-picture-in-picture/
https://www.apple.com/apple-tv-4k/#tvos-new
https://www.takecontrolbooks.com/apple-tv/?pt=TIDBITS
https://www.takecontrolbooks.com/apple-home-automation/?pt=TIDBITS
https://www.takecontrolbooks.com/security-cameras/?pt=TIDBITS
https://talk.tidbits.com/t/alternative-player-for-apple-tv-rented-video/12528/8
https://tidbits.com/2019/10/05/how-to-use-tvos-13s-picture-in-picture/
https://tidbits.com/2019/10/05/how-to-use-tvos-13s-picture-in-picture/
https://tidbits.com/2019/07/19/tipbits-watch-youtube-videos-in-picture-in-picture/
https://tidbits.com/2019/07/19/tipbits-watch-youtube-videos-in-picture-in-picture/
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AirPod Audio Sharing 
With tvOS 14, you can connect two pairs of AirPods to the Apple TV and listen to them at the same time, so you and your spouse can both enjoy 

a movie while the kids sleep. Apple didn’t mention which versions of the AirPods would be supported, but we hope it will be all of them. 
Gaming Improvements 
Apple added limited multi-user support in tvOS 13, which allows multiple members of a household to have their own profiles, at least for some 

built-in apps like Apple TV. That’s expanding in tvOS 14, with game progress, leaderboards, and invitations for each unique user. 
tvOS 14 also extends the third-party controller support Apple introduced in tvOS 13, with support for the Xbox Elite Wireless Control Series 2 

and Xbox Adaptive Controller. The latter is great news for those with accessibility needs. (I mistakenly thought the Xbox Adaptive Controller was 
already supported by last year’s tvOS and iOS revisions. If you purchased one based on my advice, I apologize profusely. See “Xbox and PlayStation 
Game Controllers with Apple Arcade: The FAQ,” 25 October 2019). 

Interestingly, Apple phrases it as “including” those two controllers. What other controllers will tvOS 14 support? Something not yet announced? 
That’s about it for tvOS 14: nothing earth-shattering, but some welcome improvements for Apple TV fans. And we’re hoping for some new 

screensavers—as pretty as the Aerial videos are, they still get old. 
What’s Coming in HomeKit 
As with tvOS, Apple didn’t reveal anything game-changing about HomeKit’s future, other than promoting an industry group formed last year. But 

there are some helpful new enhancements, especially for HomeKit security cameras. 
Project Connected Home Over IP 
The big news about HomeKit, though it’s not really new, is that Apple is teaming up with Amazon, Google, and other home automation vendors 

to create a single, standardized standard for home automation devices. While Project Connected Home over IP was announced last year, and Apple 
offered no new details in the keynote, the company felt it important to remind keynote viewers of the alliance (see “Apple Teams Up with Rivals to 
Create Open Smart Home Standard,” 18 December 2019). Hopefully, that alliance will be fruitful, and we’ll soon be able to control our smart 
home devices from whatever device we prefer. 

Improvements to the Home App 
One of the toughest challenges for average HomeKit users is knowing how to take full advantage of their hardware. 

They might know how to turn lights on and off but be unaware of or forget about scenes and automations. In iOS 14, 
the Home app will suggest automations to you when you add a new accessory. 

While this might help empower HomeKit users, I’m worried that new users might absentmindedly enable automa-
tions, forget about them, and be stricken with what I dub “haunted house syndrome” in Take Control of Apple Home 
Automation. That’s when rogue home automation causes lights to turn on and off and no one knows why. 

One thoroughly welcome improvement is an overhaul of Home’s status display. No longer just an annoying list of 
the status of your accessories, it now displays icons that let you take action with various accessories. 

Adaptive Lighting 
Adaptive lighting has long been a common feature of smart lights that can change color, like the Philips Hue, and 

now the Home app supports it directly. Adaptive lighting changes throughout the day, reducing blue light at night to 
help you fall asleep more easily. I’m curious to learn if it will be adjustable, or if you’ll have to either live with Apple’s 
opinions about lighting or turn the feature off entirely. 

Security Camera Improvements 
The most significant HomeKit updates come to security cameras. First up are Activity 

Zones that you can draw in the camera’s field of view to denote areas that should trigger mo-
tion alerts. You probably want an alert if someone walks 
up to your door, but not every time a car drives down the 
road. 

Another smart addition to HomeKit cameras is facial 
recognition. Working from data in the Photos app, 
HomeKit can identify people on camera. This feature is 
primarily aimed at video doorbells. So when someone 
whom iOS recognizes rings your doorbell, you’ll receive a custom alert on your iPhone, iPad, Apple TV, and even 
your HomePod. 
So that’s what’s coming in tvOS 14 and HomeKit, at least as far as Apple is sharing now. Do any features get you 
excited about implementing or adding to your home automation? Tell us in the comments. 

https://tidbits.com/2019/10/25/xbox-and-playstation-game-controllers-with-apple-arcade-the-faq/
https://tidbits.com/2019/10/25/xbox-and-playstation-game-controllers-with-apple-arcade-the-faq/
https://tidbits.com/2019/12/18/apple-teams-up-with-rivals-to-create-open-smart-home-standard/
https://tidbits.com/2019/12/18/apple-teams-up-with-rivals-to-create-open-smart-home-standard/
https://tidbits.com/2019/10/25/xbox-and-playstation-game-controllers-with-apple-arcade-the-faq/
https://tidbits.com/2019/10/25/xbox-and-playstation-game-controllers-with-apple-arcade-the-faq/
https://tidbits.com/2019/12/18/apple-teams-up-with-rivals-to-create-open-smart-home-standard/
https://tidbits.com/2019/12/18/apple-teams-up-with-rivals-to-create-open-smart-home-standard/
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How to Report Bugs to Apple So They Get Fixed 

by DAVID SHAYER 
WWDC has come and gone and left in its wake a slew of new operating system betas—macOS 11 Big Sur, iOS 14, iPadOS 14, watchOS 7, and 

tvOS 14. 
If you’re feeling brave and want to donate some of your time to helping Apple improve these operating systems for everyone, you can test these 

betas, either immediately if you’re in the Apple Developer program, or shortly afterward, once Apple releases the public betas.  Once you install the 
beta (not on your primary device, of course, because that would be foolhardy!), you’ll promptly run into bugs. That’s why it’s a beta release, after all. 
If it was ready, it would be shipping. 

It’s easy to feel like Apple releases these betas mostly for PR reasons, but that’s far from the truth. Apple does care about receiving bug reports from 
developers and users alike. But, as you can imagine, hundreds of thousands of developers reporting bugs can overwhelm even Apple’s resources. 

How do you report bugs so Apple actually fixes them? 

Use Feedback Assistant 
Apple solicits bug reports from users and third-party developers via Feedback Assistant, which is both a pre-installed app and a Web site. I rec-

ommend using the app to report new bugs. It guides you through specific questions based on the type of bug you’re reporting, automatically gener-
ates a sysdiagnose file, and prompts you for logs and reports relevant to that type of bug. The iOS version of Feedback Assistant can also report bugs 
on connected Apple TV, Apple Watch, and HomePod devices. 

The Feedback Assistant app is installed in macOS 10.15 Catalina and later, and in iOS 12.4 and later. On beta operating systems, the Feedback 
Assistant app appears on the Dock (macOS) or the Home screen (iOS). If you don’t want it in the Dock on the Mac, you can find Feedback As-
sistant in /System/Library/CoreServices/Applications/Feedback Assistant. It’s often easiest to launch it with Spotlight. You can also launch Feedback 
Assistant from Safari on any device by navigating to applefeedback:// 

 
Every Feedback Assistant bug report is reviewed by someone from Apple Developer Support. That person may answer easy problems themselves 

or kick the report back if it’s obviously missing key information. If your bug report looks good, they copy it from Feedback Assistant into Radar, 
Apple’s internal bug tracking system. Radar then sends the report to the appropriate engineering team, where it may or may not be fixed, or even 
read. 

Apple has published an introduction to reporting bugs that’s worth a look, but read on and I’ll tell you how to maximize your chances of getting 
your bug resolved. 

Write Good Bug Reports 
Between WWDC in June and the iPhone launch in September, Apple operating system engineers work 12-hour days, six or even seven days a 

week. They’re finishing up features that their boss told the next boss up were already done (oops!). They’re fixing bugs reported by Apple Quality 

https://feedbackassistant.apple.com/
https://developer.apple.com/bug-reporting
https://feedbackassistant.apple.com/
https://developer.apple.com/bug-reporting
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Assurance (QA) engineers. They drop everything to fix the occasional bug reported by an Apple vice president. (Yes, Apple management uses pre-
release products, and they report bugs too.) After all that is done, they’re also supposed to fix bugs reported by third-party developers and users of the 
public betas. 

When I was an Apple software engineer, this was my job. I’d get dozens of new external bug reports daily, and I had time to address only some of 
them. Many developers wrote great bug reports, but some looked like they were written by a third-grader who skipped their ADHD medication. 
You can guess which ones got more attention. Here’s what you need to do to write a good bug report. Some of these are specific to developers, but 
most apply to everyone: 
• Craft a descriptive title. A good bug report starts with a good title. Make the title clear and concise. Bug meetings are long, grueling affairs in 

which engineers and product managers prioritize hundreds of new bugs. Bugs are listed by title, so your bug’s title is just one in a very long list. A 
descriptive title makes it easier for engineers to know what it covers without having to open the bug report and read the description. It’s all too like-
ly that bug reports with generic or too-short titles will get passed over with a vague promise to come back later. 

• Describe the problem. Explain what actually happens, and what you think should happen. Don’t assume that it’s obvious what’s wrong. If Apple 
developer documentation describes what should happen, link to it. Don’t assume I know all the Apple docs by heart. 

• Include clear steps for reproducing the bug. Don’t forget to list any initial conditions, and don’t skip any steps. If the bug doesn’t happen every 
time, note how frequently it occurs. 

• Be concise. I have a stack of bugs to fix after yours. Please use my time efficiently. The more easily I can reproduce your bug, the more likely I am 
to fix it. 

• Include screenshots or video. If possible, include a screenshot or screen recording showing how to reproduce the bug, including the bug actually 
happening. A picture makes the problem obvious. It also makes it harder for an engineer to ignore the problem. Out of sight, out of mind. 

• Clarify the context. Does the bug occur on the device, on the simulator, or on both? Does it occur in both the debug build and release build? 
Have you tried different device models? Include all this information. 

• Include code. If I’ll need code to see the bug, include code. At a minimum, include a few lines of code that demonstrate the bug. If at all possible, 
attach a sample Xcode project that demonstrates the bug. Don’t attach your entire app; I don’t want to wade through it. Create a new, empty app 
in Xcode and add just enough code to show the bug. Add a big, obvious comment saying, “The bug happens here!” so I don’t have to look 
through all the source files. Attaching an Xcode project has one more advantage, which is that it includes all your build settings. Some bugs happen 
only with certain build settings. 

• Specify build numbers. If you discuss operating system versions, include the build number (such as 17E262) in addition to the operating system 
version. (To find the build number in macOS, choose About This Mac from the Apple menu and then click the macOS version number. In iOS, 
go to Settings > General > About and tap the version number.) Inside Apple, operating system builds are identified by build number. Apple engi-
neers don’t always know 
offhand which build 
number corresponds to a 
particular external beta 
or release. They can look 
it up, of course, but any-
thing that saves them 
time makes it more likely 
your bug gets fixed.  

• Include sysdiagnose 
and logs if relevant. If 
you use the Feedback 
Assistant app, it will au-
tomatically include a 
sysdiagnose and prompt you for logs relevant to that type of bug. A sysdiagnose is a report that includes a metric shipload of information about 
what’s running in your system. It’s extremely useful for those who know how to read it. If you use the Feedback Assistant Web site, you’ll have to 
generate a sysdiagnose by hand, which isn’t hard. Be sure to attach any relevant console logs or other logs that might contain relevant information. 
Apple provides instructions for generating a sysdiagnose, along with all kinds of specialized logs for specific types of bugs. 

• Specify the Xcode version. Each operating system beta release typically includes a corresponding Xcode beta release, so be sure to use the latest 
Xcode. The bug could be in one of the frameworks included in Xcode, not in the operating system itself. You don’t want to report a bug that has 
already been fixed because you tested it with an old version of Xcode. 

Report Bugs Promptly 
Apple creates a new internal operating system build each night, called the daily build. Apple engineers install the daily build each morning. Some 

https://developer.apple.com/bug-reporting/profiles-and-logs/
https://developer.apple.com/bug-reporting/profiles-and-logs/
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daily builds are fairly stable; others are not. Every few weeks between WWDC and shipping, a stable build becomes a beta candidate. It gets addi-
tional testing to ensure all aspects seem stable. If approved, it gets a beta number and is released to developers and users participating in the public 
beta. 

By the time the beta is posted, Apple engineers already consider it old since they’ve installed weeks of daily builds in the meantime. By the time 
you download it, test it, file a bug report, your bug report is copied from Feedback Assistant to Radar, and an Apple engineer looks at it, they think 
that beta is positively antediluvian. The longer it takes you to report a bug, the harder it is for engineers to recreate the situation you’re seeing. 

So when a new beta comes out, test it and file bug reports immediately. Make your bug report as current as possible when an Apple engineer sees 
it. 

Check Each Subsequent Operating System Release 
It would be nice if Apple informed you if your bug was fixed. It would be nice if the tooth fairy was real, too. Apple receives dozens, if not hun-

dreds, of bug reports about each issue from outside the company. Internal Apple engineers may have already written up the bug as well. One bug 
report, usually the one with the clearest explanation of the problem, is designated the original. The others are marked as duplicates, or dups, and at 
least in theory, all bug reporters will be notified when the bug is fixed. If your description doesn’t closely match the description in the original, it may 
not get detected as a dup, and you may not be notified when the bug is fixed. 

As a result, for each newly released beta, you’ll want to test to see if your bug is fixed. If not, consider writing a new bug report against the new 
release. That brings the bug back to Apple’s attention and lets the engineers know it wasn’t fixed in the latest update. 

Even if you think your bug report will be marked duplicate, report it anyway. Think of your report as a vote for that bug to be fixed. When engi-
neers are sitting in bug meetings and deciding which bugs to prioritize, a bug with 100 dups gets more consideration than a bug with 3 dups because 
it’s obviously affecting a lot more people. 

If your bug is fixed, it won’t be marked fixed in Feedback Assistant until the operating system version with the fix ships, whether that’s a beta or the 
final release. Apple doesn’t like to announce fixes until they ship. 

Developers, if a bug is blocking a key feature of your product and doesn’t seem to be getting fixed, email Developer Support and ask if there’s a 
status update, or if they have any suggestions for a workaround. Wheels sometimes need to squeak to get the grease. 

If you have a friend who works in Apple engineering, you might ask them to look up the bug in Radar, to see if it looks like it’s going to be fixed. 
There are several things that could prevent this. Your bug may not have been copied from Feedback Assistant to Radar yet. Not all engineers can 
view all Radar bugs for security reasons. And your friend may not feel comfortable doing this for you. If they do, they’ll probably give you general 
information, like “it’s on track to be fixed in a coming release.” Even knowing this can be useful. Don’t ask your friend to pressure Apple to fix the 
bug. Chances are that your friend doesn’t work in the department that owns the bug and doesn’t know the engineer it’s assigned to. Apple employs 
thousands of engineers. They’re not supposed to discuss bug status with non-employees, so don’t put your friend in an awkward spot. 

One final note. Feedback Assistant and Radar use separate bug numbering systems. Apple engineers can translate one to the other. Radar is not an 
acronym. It has been Apple’s bug reporting system for 30 years. Developers used to have a Web portal directly into the Radar database called 
RadarWeb, though they were restricted to the bugs they reported. Feedback Assistant replaced RadarWeb, and it provides a separate database for 
tracking bugs reported by third-party developers and users. 

Respond to Apple Quickly 
Sometimes an Apple engineer will ask for more details or logs. Try to short-circuit this by including any relevant logs with the initial bug report. 

Occasionally Apple asks for specific additional data or sends a profile that will generate a special log file. Respond quickly. The longer the bug sits, the 
more likely the engineer will move on to another task. Check your open bugs regularly. 

Sometimes it seems like an Apple engineer asks for more info just to stall. When I worked there, I saw that tactic deployed against bugs written by 
other Apple engineers as well as third-party developers. An engineer asks for some plausible additional information, which takes time to collect. Half 
the developers never respond, and the engineer can then ignore those bugs, as they’re “waiting for additional information.” 

Other Bug Report Sources 
Apple’s Crash Reporter automatically detects and reports crashing bugs. Teams are rated on how many active crashes are in their code. Apple has a 

good system, both technically and procedurally, for fixing crashing bugs. That’s not to say you shouldn’t report crashing bugs—bug reports can still 
increase the urgency of the fix. 

When reporting crashing bugs or kernel panics, hardware bugs, or printing problems on the Mac, you’ll need to include a System Information 
report. Use the System Information app in the Utilities folder to generate this report (just choose File > Save). 

Apple engineers do pay attention to some developer forums, blogs, and podcasts. Complaints that pop up repeatedly may be written up as bugs in 
Radar. I’ve seen text from a developer post copied into a Radar bug report. But Apple engineers rarely post in developer forums because the company 
discourages it. Or at least that used to be true: Apple’s redesigned developer forums encourage developer participation (see “Apple Announces 
WWDC 2020 Schedule,” 11 June 2020). Although it’s rarely acknowledged, Apple engineering does track developer opinions. 

https://developer.apple.com/forums/
https://tidbits.com/2020/06/11/apple-announces-wwdc-2020-schedule/
https://tidbits.com/2020/06/11/apple-announces-wwdc-2020-schedule/
https://developer.apple.com/forums/
https://tidbits.com/2020/06/11/apple-announces-wwdc-2020-schedule/
https://tidbits.com/2020/06/11/apple-announces-wwdc-2020-schedule/
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Understand Bug Priority 
Apple assigns all bugs a priority, from P1 to P5. P1 is a crashing or data loss bug, and such bugs generally must be fixed. P2 is a feature that doesn’t 

work, and Apple almost always fixes such problems. P3 is a feature that doesn’t work correctly; Apple likes to fix P3 bugs, but some get postponed. 
P4 is a user interface issue or other minor bug, but such bugs often get postponed. P5 is an enhancement request; such requests tend to get ignored. 

Some Apple engineers just fix the bugs they’re assigned, working from high priority to low priority. Often they never make it to the low priority 
bugs. But more experienced Apple engineers also cherry-pick some lower priority bugs that they know will annoy users and make sure they get fixed. 
Apple engineers use Apple products too, and want them to work well. Some departments even give out prizes to the engineer who fixes the most 
bugs. 

When the ship date is far away, Apple engineers are allowed to check in pretty much whatever code they like. As we get closer to alpha, beta, and 
eventually golden master, there are more constraints. First, only P1 or P2 bugs can be fixed. Then only P1 bugs from an approved list. Each bug and 
fix is rated, for the seriousness of the bug, and the risk of the fix. No one wants a high-risk fix for a minor bug. As release nears, even serious bugs can 
be postponed. Having a bad, but rare, bug with well-understood characteristics is better than a poorly understood fix with insufficient testing time. 
The fix will get added to the first patch release, after more rigorous testing. 

Apple’s Development Cycle 
To maximize the chance of getting your bugs fixed, it helps to understand Apple’s development cycle. After the major X.0 releases of iOS and 

macOS ship, usually in September, development work starts on the next year’s X+1 releases for each. Development continues through the end of the 
year, and by February or March, QA starts seriously testing builds and reporting bugs. Over time, the development version becomes more stable, 
going from barely usable to not that bad. By May, the daily build is starting to look decent. Then comes the rush to put together the WWDC beta. 
All those unfinished features and ignored bugs suddenly get more attention. 

Beta 1 at WWDC may look pretty rough when you first install it (on a test device!), but it still represents a ton of work. That’s when you want to 
start reporting bugs! Apple engineers have been assigned to read bug reports and fix problems. Take advantage of the attention and report any bugs 
you find. 

More beta releases will come in July and August. Test each one, to see if your bugs are fixed, and look for regressions, which are previously working 
features that broke. Remember, if a bug you reported in a previous beta still isn’t fixed, don’t be afraid to report it again. 

As September approaches, the betas become more stable, but Apple also makes fewer changes. If you found a minor bug that isn’t fixed by August, 
it will probably still be there in the golden master. Report it anyway, and Apple will hopefully fix it in one of the early patch releases. 

The new operating system usually ships in September as version X.0.0. The patch releases follow immediately. X.0.1 and sometimes X.0.2 are 
planned even before X.0.0 ships. X.0.1 has a few important bug fixes that didn’t make it into the X.0.0 release. X.0.2 has less vital bug fixes that were 
too late for X.0.0. In a bad bug year, there may even be an X.0.3 release. 

Once those first patch releases are out of the way, Apple engineers start working on the next major release X+1. They don’t have much bandwidth 
to fix bugs in the currently shipping operating system anymore. Continue to report bugs, but the likelihood they’ll get fixed drops considerably. 

(As an aside, Apple teams are usually divided by area or feature, not by main release versus patch release. If you’re a power management engineer, 
for instance, you’ll work on that feature in both the initial X.0 release and all patch releases. It works poorly to have one engineer write the initial code 
and another engineer come along later and fix bugs because the second engineer isn’t intimately familiar with the code, why it was designed that way, 
what ideas were tried and discarded, and so on. It’s better to have an engineer own a particular piece of code, including all releases.) 

There will probably be an X.1 and X.2 release, but those typically introduce new features, like iCloud folder sharing and battery health manage-
ment in Catalina. These releases will have some bug fixes, but that’s not their primary mission. It never hurts to report bugs during this time, but 
unless they’re particularly bad, don’t expect them to be addressed until the next major release at the earliest. 

In the end, if you want Apple to fix the bugs you find (and who doesn’t?), follow these simple rules. Write clear, complete bug reports. Include 
screenshots, video, and sample code, if possible. Report bugs as early as possible. Work within Apple’s development cycle. 

And most important, keep sending in your reports. Bugs that aren’t reported don’t get fixed. 

How to Request Access to a Deceased Family Member’s Apple Accounts 
by ADAM ENGST  

Of those two guarantees in life, death and taxes, death has dominated the headlines this year. While taxes in some parts of the world were delayed, 
500,000 people have died from COVID-19 around the world so far, over 125,000 of whom were in the United States, and over 22,000 of whom 
perished in New York City, a mere 4-hour drive from where I live. And then there are the high-profile killings of George Floyd, Breonna Taylor, 
Ahmaud Arbery, and far too many other people of color. 

So, without further comment on the sociological and epidemiological crises that we’re all facing, yes, death has been on my mind of late. 
Then I saw a message on a private mailing list I’m on, asking for help after a member of an acquaintance’s family died unexpectedly in a boating 

accident. The guy who died was the sole admin of his Family Sharing account and hadn’t left shared passwords or shared security phrases, so the 
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family members couldn’t access the administrative side of the account, including the billing info, which needed to be updated so the account 
wouldn’t be deactivated for lack of payment. 

Troublingly, when they worked with Apple support, the reps weren’t able to help, telling them unless they could figure out the password or other-
wise gain access on their own, the account would go into a suspended state. They were worried they’d lose all their family shared data if that hap-
pened. I suspect this doesn’t happen all that often or Apple’s support reps would have known that the company has a policy for such situations. Since 
I’d never heard of this policy before, I figured it was worth sharing more broadly in the unfortunate event that someone needs the information there-
in. 

The Apple support document, “How to request access to a deceased family member’s Apple accounts,” lays out the process and the necessary 
paperwork. The key is a court order that specifies: 
• The name and Apple ID of the deceased person 
• The name of the next of kin who is requesting access to the decedent’s account 
• That the decedent was the user of all accounts associated with the Apple ID 
• That the requestor is the decedent’s legal personal representative, agent, or heir, whose authorization constitutes “lawful consent” 
• That Apple is ordered by the court to assist in the provision of access to the decedent’s information from the deceased person’s accounts 

I suspect that acquiring such a court order would be time-consuming and most easily done in conjunction with a lawyer. Once you have it, con-
tact Apple support and be clear about what you need, the fact that you have a court order, and that you’re working in accordance with this support 
note. 

In the particular example I gave above, the family is still waiting for their state to fulfill their request for a court order two weeks after it was filed, in 
part because it took some time to get the official death certificate. Luckily though, they discovered that they could work around the problem by hav-
ing each member of the family remove themselves from the family plan on their own devices. After that, they were able to create a new family plan 
and add everyone back to it. 

Two other notes. First, just as when the FBI requests help with getting into a criminal’s locked iPhone, Apple is very clear about how it cannot 
break passcode encryption, saying: 

Please note that devices locked with a passcode are protected by passcode encryption, and unless the next of kin knows the device passcode, Apple 
will not be able to remove the passcode lock on the device without erasing it. 

So you might be able to get Apple to help sufficiently to erase a deceased family member’s devices, but there’s no way to access the information on 
that device. It’s conceivable that you could restore an iCloud backup to a new or erased device once you have access to the deceased person’s Apple 
ID, but I don’t know for sure if that’s possible. 

Second, while boating accidents are a particularly unexpected way to go (they account for only 0.02% of deaths in the US), it’s only sensible to 
plan for a similar eventuality. Several years ago, Joe Kissell wrote a tremendously helpful book on the topic, Take Control of Your Digital Legacy, 
and introduced it in TidBITS with “Aunt Agatha Ponders Her Digital Legacy” (30 January 2017). In the book, Joe walks readers through the 
thinking necessary to create a digital inventory of your online accounts, purchased media, software, personal data, and cryptocurrency. If you make 
such a digital inventory, you can rest easy knowing that your family won’t have extra work in the event that you die without warning. 

Macs Make the Move to ARM with Apple Silicon 
by ADAM ENGST  

In the WWDC 2020 keynote, Apple finally put the rumors of a Mac 
processor transition to bed with the announcement that indeed, Apple is 
designing ARM-based chips expressly for future Macs. As expected, 
Apple explained the move as a way to get the highest performance per watt, 
support Apple’s custom technologies, and have a common architecture 
across all Apple products. 

The company has been designing its own custom chips since the initial 
release of the iPhone, and in 2013, launched the A series with the A4 in the 
iPhone 4 and original iPad. With the release of the third-generation iPad, 
Apple introduced the first iPad-specific chip, the A5X to pair with the 
iPhone 5’s A5. Since then, Apple has put the A#X chips in iPad models de-

signed for high-performance tasks. 
  It’s possible that Apple telegraphed the transition to the 
Mac on nomenclature alone, given that the A12 Bionic 
that debuted with the iPhone XS was then bumped to 
the A12X for 2018’s iPad Pro models, and later super-

https://support.apple.com/en-us/HT208510
https://support.apple.com/en-us/HT204184
https://www.takecontrolbooks.com/digital-legacy/?pt=TIDBITS
https://tidbits.com/2017/01/30/aunt-agatha-ponders-her-digital-legacy/
https://www.apple.com/newsroom/2020/06/apple-announces-mac-transition-to-apple-silicon/
https://www.apple.com/newsroom/2020/06/apple-announces-mac-transition-to-apple-silicon/
https://support.apple.com/en-us/HT208510
https://support.apple.com/en-us/HT204184
https://www.takecontrolbooks.com/digital-legacy/?pt=TIDBITS
https://tidbits.com/2017/01/30/aunt-agatha-ponders-her-digital-legacy/
https://www.apple.com/newsroom/2020/06/apple-announces-mac-transition-to-apple-silicon/
https://www.apple.com/newsroom/2020/06/apple-announces-mac-transition-to-apple-silicon/
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seded by the A12Z Bionic for 2020’s iPad Pro models. Apple is now using that A12Z chip in 
the Mac mini-based Developer Transition Kit (DTK) hardware that developers can use to de-
velop and test their apps, so it clearly has sufficient performance to run macOS and demanding 
apps. 

Compatibility 
The primary stress of a processor transition revolves around compatibility. Developers don’t 

want to have to write and distribute two completely different apps, and users want to keep using 
their existing apps to the extent possible. Unsurprisingly, Apple attempted to set those worries to 
rest, although the devil is always in the details, which won’t be known until developers dig in on 
the DTK hardware. 

First, Apple took pains to note that all its macOS apps have been rewritten to be native to 
Apple silicon. That includes pro apps like Final Cut Pro and Logic Pro. App performance during the keynote demos was entirely fine, and the com-
pany only acknowledged during the final segment of the keynote that the earlier parts had been running on a Mac using Apple silicon, likely the 
A12Z-powered DTK hardware. 

WWDC is, of course, a developer conference, and Apple said that its Xcode development environment contained everything developers would 
need to recompile their apps for Apple silicon. The specifics will vary by app, but Apple claimed that many developers could get their apps running in 
a few days. Testing may take quite a bit longer, though, since it will have to happen on both platforms. As happened in previous processor transitions, 
Apple seeded some key developers ahead of time and was thus able to show the Microsoft Office apps (Word, Excel, and PowerPoint) and Adobe 
Photoshop and Lightroom running as native apps. 

Separate apps for Intel and Apple processors make no sense, so Apple has come up with Universal 
2, a way of combining both sets of code for an app into a single file. It was a little surprising that 
Apple reused the terminology from the Intel transition, when a “universal” app contained both 
PowerPC and Intel code. Jim Rea, developer of Panorama X, tells us that size is not likely going to be 
an issue with universal apps since the machine code that differs between platform is usually a minor 
contributor to the overall size of a modern app, particularly when compared to images, menus, help 
documents, and so on. Nonetheless, we suspect you won’t be able to switch a boot drive between an 
Intel-based Mac and a Mac using Apple silicon seamlessly, or perhaps at all. 

What about existing apps? In the Intel transition, those were supported by the Rosetta translation 
environment, which translated the PowerPC code in older apps to run on Intel-based Macs. It shipped with the first Intel-based Macs in Mac OS X 
10.4 Tiger in early 2006 and remained part of the operating system until 10.7 Lion shipped in mid-2011, over five years. 

In the same vein as Universal 2, Apple said that Rosetta 2, shipping with macOS Big Sur later this year, would enable existing Intel-based apps to 
run on Macs with Apple silicon. Rosetta 2 automatically translates existing apps when you install them so you’re not taking a performance hit on 
every launch. Some apps rely on just-in-time code, though, and for those, Rosetta 2 does dynamic translation on the fly. Apple said that Rosetta 2 
would be completely transparent to 
users—you shouldn’t notice it running 
at all. 

We hope that’s true. Translation 
environments always come with two 
tradeoffs: compatibility and perfor-
mance. With regard to compatibility, 
although Apple implies that Rosetta 
will support all existing apps, that’s 
undoubtedly only 64-bit apps that 
already run in macOS 10.15 Catalina. 
Lower-level software, like kernel exten-
sions and drivers, is less likely to be 
supported, but we won’t know until 
people with the DTK hardware start 
reporting back. 

Performance, Apple said, was “amaz-
ing.” You’d expect Apple executives to 
say nothing else, and the demos of 
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Autodesk’s 3D modeling app Maya and the Shadow of the Tomb Raider game both ran well enough, though it was hard to be sure given the limita-
tions of streaming. Will that carry over to all apps? And how will that performance compare to running on an equivalent Intel-based Mac? For those 
answers, we’ll have to wait a bit. 

What about virtualization? Apple’s executives made sure to say that Macs with Apple silicon would support virtualization and went so far as to 
show Parallels Desktop running Linux in a window. Even though they mentioned Linux a couple of times, often in the context of developers (it is 
WWDC, after all), they said absolutely nothing about Boot Camp or virtualizing Microsoft Windows. There is a version of Windows for ARM, and 
we fully expect Parallels and VMware to support it, but it comes with a long list of restrictions. 

But wait, there’s one more thing, and I mean that in the full Steve Jobs sense of the phrase. The beauty of that A12Z chip in the DTK hardware is 
that it’s exactly the same chip that powers the current iPad Pro models. And thus, all iPhone and iPad apps will be able to run natively on a Mac with 
Apple silicon. That was a quick comment during the keynote, but I think it could be a huge selling point. Lots of iOS and iPadOS apps don’t make 
sense on the Mac, but plenty do. Apple showed them each in their own window, just like little Mac apps, but I could imagine a utility that would let 
you put them in the Mac’s menu bar, accessible with a single click. Hmm… 

Timeline 
When can you expect to buy a Mac with Apple silicon and see how it runs your apps? Apple said that the first such Mac would ship by the end of 

2020 but gave no details as to where in the product line it would fit. 
Speculation has suggested it would be a lower-end laptop, but some of the things Apple was demoing on the A12Z-based DTK hardware during 

the keynote (and on a 6K Pro Display XDR) were more on the pro side of the equation. So it’s possible that Apple would roll out the DTK Mac 
mini as the official Mac mini with Apple silicon. Might Apple take the opportunity to come up with some new names? We’ll see, likely in mid-De-
cember, if Apple’s past promises of “by the end of the year” hold true again. 

The overall transition, Apple said, would take about two years. By that, we suspect the company means, “the point at which all current Macs in the 
lineup are based on Apple silicon.” During the keynote, Apple executives took pains to emphasize that the company will continue to support and 
release new versions of macOS for Intel-based Macs “for years to come.” Plus, Apple has “exciting new Intel-based Macs in development.” So there’s 
no reason to avoid buying an Intel-based Mac now if it’s likely to meet your needs for the next 3–5 years. 

That timeframe is a bit longer than the switch from PowerPC to Intel. Steve Jobs announced that at WWDC in 2005 (see “Apple to Transition 
to Intel Processors,” 6 June 2005) and he introduced a new iMac and MacBook Pro with Intel processors at Macworld Expo the following year (see 
“Intel-Based iMac and MacBook Pro Ship Earlier than Expected,” 16 January 2006). If I remember correctly, all new Macs in Apple’s lineup were 
using Intel processors by the end of 2006. 

The Mac Pro and iMac Pro may take longer to transition to Apple silicon because they sell in small quantities and because it’s more important for 
Apple to transition the core of the product line first. 

A Good Move? 
Is this a good move on Apple’s part? Absolutely. It undoubtedly won’t be as seamless a transition as Apple implied during the keynote, and I’m sure 

the people who complain about everything Apple does won’t be happy because they never are. 
But technology never stands still, and as David Shayer outlined recently in “The Case for ARM-Based Macs” (9 June 2020), transitioning the 

Mac to Apple silicon gives the company higher margins and more control over its supply chain. Simultaneously, it should give us users Macs with 
higher performance and significantly more capabilities, thanks to the support for all iPhone and IPad apps. 

Apple Takes macOS to Big Sur… and to 11 
by MICHAEL E. COHEN ADAM ENGST 

In the Worldwide Developer Conference keynote, Craig Federighi, known to some as Apple’s senior vice president of Software Engineering and 
others as “Hair Force One,” whipped through a summary of the changes coming later this year to the next version of macOS, dubbed macOS 11.0 
Big Sur. 

Look and Sound 
The most noticeable change to long-time Mac users is a revised Finder interface in Big Sur. Gone is the gray metal window framing that has been 

around in one shade and texture or another since the Mac first did color. The new Finder takes some design notes from the Files app in iOS/iPadOS, 
presenting both title bars and toolbars with plain white backgrounds (or dark backgrounds at your choice). Other window features rely upon different 
visual indications, such as a Finder window sidebar that’s more translucent than ever. 

Sidebars in general have received design tweaks in all of Apple’s apps, with the goal of reducing clutter and enhancing functionality. The Finder 
windows are also more gently curved and, courtesy of the plain framing, look less cluttered. Similarly, Apple has tweaked the Dock in Big Sur to be 
more translucent and has lifted it slightly from the bottom of the screen to float just above it, as in iPadOS. We’ve seen no word, yet, whether that 
separation from the screen edge persists for those who prefer the Dock placed on the left or the right. 

https://www.windowscentral.com/microsoft-doc-reveals-windows-10-arm-limitations
https://tidbits.com/2005/06/06/apple-to-transition-to-intel-processors/
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https://tidbits.com/2020/06/09/the-case-for-arm-based-macs/
https://www.apple.com/macos/big-sur-preview/
https://www.apple.com/macos/big-sur-preview/
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Apple has also redesigned the icons in the Dock (and in Finder 
windows). They have subtly enhanced shading and coloring, a shift 
back to a three-dimensionality that many icons lost in the great Anti-
Skeuomorphism Revolution that revamped iOS back in version 7 
and migrated to the Mac soon after. 

Sheets (those alerts that drop down from the top of a window and 
demand you do something) now appear accompanied by a dimming 
of the rest of the display to help you notice that your attention is being 
requested. They center themselves better in app windows as well. 

Accompanying these visual changes is a big push toward interface 
consistency, with the symbols used for buttons, like Share or Undo 
buttons, all drawn from a single unified symbol collection. The hope 
is that developers will be less likely to come up with weird non-stan-
dard button icons that leave users guessing what that shape is sup-
posed to mean. 

Big Sur wants to tickle your ears as well as your eyes: Apple claims to have updated its system sounds: they may sound familiar (being based on 
snippets of the earlier sounds) but have been completely regenerated. 

Center Enhancements 
macOS has long had a hidden interface item stashed behind the right side of the screen that can pop out when some users least expect it: Notif-

ication Center. It lists recent notifications you have received and supports useful widgets, like a calendar or a weather widget, which can notify you of 
upcoming appointments and thunderstorms. 

It’s unclear to us how many Mac users rely on Notification Center in a big way (many of us don’t), but Apple says that Big Sur enhances Notif-
ication Center’s capabilities in several ways, bringing it more in line with what iOS provides. 

First, notifications in Big Sur gain increased interactive capabilities, allowing you to take action on some notifications. For example, pressing and 
holding a notification can bring up more information, or, in the case of a Mail notification, allow you to begin a reply. Some of that has been available 
for a while; we’ll see if the improvements are compelling. Second, 
just as in iOS, notifications are now grouped by thread or app, 
which should bring some order to the chaos of a Notification Cen-
ter overwhelmed by Slack. You can turn that feature off if desired. 

The widgets available to Notification Center have also multiplied. 
Apple is creating a section of its App Store for third-party developers 
to stock with their own Notification Center widgets. And, as in iOS 
14, those widgets can come in multiple sizes so you can better 
arrange your Notification Center to suit your needs and your Mac’s 
display size. 

Along with Notification Center, Apple has brought Control Cen-
ter over from iOS. It consolidates many of your menu bar items 
into a single place so you can access them without opening System 
Preferences. As in iOS, you can customize Control Center with just 
the controls you want and dig into specific controls for additional options. For faster access, you can pin your most-used menu items to the top of the 
menu bar. 

How Large of a Change Will Big Sur Be? 
For many years, Apple took a “tick-tock” approach to macOS releases. Leopard and Snow Leopard, Lion and Mountain Lion, Yosemite and El 

Capitan, Sierra and High Sierra. However, that’s fallen away with Mojave and Catalina, and Big Sur seems to be continuing the trend of an indepen-
dent release that’s more than just a refinement of the previous version. 

Most obviously, Apple didn’t go for a Catalina-related name that would imply a tock release—Big Sur is a mountainous section of California’s Cen-
tral Coast. So much for Avalon, the city on Catalina Island that was our vote for a Catalina-related name. 

The bulk of the user-facing changes in Big Sur’s apps and related ecosystem aren’t particularly large, but that’s unsurprising given the elephant in the 
developer meetings—the switch to Apple silicon (see Adam Engst’s coverage in “Macs Make the Move to ARM with Apple Silicon,” 22 June 
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2020). Apple has had to recompile every one of Big Sur’s apps for Apple silicon, and while the company implies that’s easy, it’s still a massive under-
taking when measured across all the apps that ship with macOS. 

Plus, of course, the most significant changes are under the hood in Big Sur: the code necessary to run on Apple’s custom chips, the new Rosetta 2 
translation environment necessary to support existing apps, and the Universal 2 approach to bundling the code for Intel-based apps and apps written 
for Apple silicon into a single package. 

It’s essential that Big Sur works well when it ships later this year, and particularly that it works well on whatever the first Mac is to employ Apple 
silicon. Catalina has been a troubled release, and even as we head into another macOS development year, we hear from people who continue to wor-
ry about upgrading to Catalina. Lots of people will skip Catalina entirely and pin their hopes on Big Sur, so we’re hoping that Apple does a much 
better job of testing and polishing Big Sur than it did with Catalina. 

Big Sur Makes Changes to Many Apple Apps and Basic Features 
by GLENN FLEISHMAN 

macOS will have a different overall look and feel in Big Sur (see “Apple Takes macOS to Big Sur… and to 11,” 22 June 2020), but Apple hasn’t 
ignored its key apps. Maps and Messages get long-overdue overhauls, while Safari adds privacy-reporting features and more locked-down exten-
sions, and Photos and other apps receive minor tweaks. A grab bag of other changes will appear, too, such as facial recognition in the Home app that 
links the Photos app and home security cameras. 

We assume Mail for Big Sur will change somewhat, too, based on details shown for Mail in the iPadOS preview. But Apple didn’t demonstrate 
Mail for macOS in the keynote or include it in the initial feature list. 

Messages 
In many ways, Messages hasn’t changed much from its long-ago origins. Apple has tweaked elements and tacked on new features, but Messages 

remained a list of conversations at left and individual messages at right. 
In Big Sur, Messages changes its focus from text messaging to 

something akin to threaded group-messaging software—it begins to 
look much more like Slack. You can @mention someone in a group 
chat to highlight them and set up your own notifications to get alerts 
only when you’re @mentioned. Replies can be threaded in groups, 
too. Groups can also get their own avatar, which can be a photo, 
Memoji, or emoji, and it’s shared across all group members. 

Instead of a simple chronologically organized list of conversations 
at left, you can now pin important conversations at the top—a total 
of nine that sync across iOS, iPadOS, and macOS. As actions hap-
pen in pinned conversations, indicators—including the Tapback 
reaction icons—appear above the pin. In a group chat, messages 
since you last checked are indicated by a ring of icons corresponding 
to other members in that conversation’s list item. 

Search has been a wasteland in Messages for a long time, and Apple has brought finding text (including phrases), links, and photos into a more 
comprehensive and usable set of results. 

Messages adds a missing feature by letting you share your name and photo with another party who doesn’t have you listed by your iMessage email 
or phone number in their contacts. It has always been mystifying to people who receive their first iMessage from you, even an expected one, in that 
way. You’re given a variety of options to control how you share that information: you can disable it, share it with everyone, or just with people in your 
contacts (who ostensibly lack you in theirs). You can also choose to push it to another party when you start a conversation or only after they reply to 
you. 

Because Messages is used heavily for social and family purposes, Apple has boosted the fun quotient, trying to meet features found in other popular 
messaging apps. A sort of “intensity” control lets you can control how “loudly or gently” you send a message to produce a similar effect on the recipi-
ent’s side—teens can “slam” a message to their parents, which I am sure will be greatly appreciated. (Insert sarcasm emoticon here.) Apple also lets you 
add popular images that are trending on social media, something familiar to Twitter and Giphy users. Memoji have become more nuanced, letting 
you design one that resembles you even more closely than in previous iterations, as well as creating stickers you can share and use. To fight fire with 
fire, whatever. 

Finally, the media picker in macOS in general and Messages in particular has been poor for some time. Apple has enhanced that to make it easier 
to select recent photos and albums to share in messages. 

https://tidbits.com/2020/06/22/apple-takes-macos-to-big-sur-and-to-11/
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Maps 

Apple has focused more on improving its Maps app and mapping data in iOS and iPadOS, which makes sense given those devices are mobile. 
This has left Maps for macOS trailing behind. Big Sur pushes Maps into something closer to parity with its mobile siblings, while adding new fea-
tures that will be found in all operating systems. 

This lets you take better advantage of a large screen for research and previewing. When you go mobile, you can shift routes or details to your mo-
bile device, or pull it up via iCloud syncing. 

Many changes relate to planning and visualizing your 
route or the area you’re heading to before you begin a trip. 
Electric-vehicle drivers can plan a route that both includes 
charging stations and calculates charging time. With iPhone 
and electric car integration, Maps for macOS can provide 
more precise information based on current charge and the 
type of charger used by your car. We’re uncertain if this will 
require dropping tens of thousands of dollars on a new car, as 
so often seems to be the case with freshly integrated automo-
tive features. 

Cyclists get a promotion to first-class citizens, including 
details of how busy streets are and elevation, necessary calcu-
lations for riders. You can transfer planned routes to an 
iPhone for navigation while riding. 

In the future, when we once again travel recreationally, 
new Apple Guides created by partner travel companies offer shopping, food, cultural, and entertainment suggestions. You can also create your own 
and share them with people you know. One of the best ways I’ve found to prep for a trip is to get some ground-level views. For some cities, Apple 
now offers interactive 3D 360-degree panning around and along city streets. 

The new Maps incorporates indoor features, too, so you can figure out where in a mall—to the extent that malls continue to exist—you can find a 
given store. Apple highlights the issue, too, of figuring out if a restaurant an airport is located before or after security. 

As more cities manage traffic with congestion zones, which can limit which cars may drive on certain days or include tolls for entering the zones, 
Maps now includes them—and lets you route around them where possible. In China, you can enter your license plate number to check if you have 
access to drive through urban areas that restrict entry. (Apple noted that license plate data is stored securely and only locally within the Maps app.) 

Maps for macOS also gains an iOS 13 feature to share your ETA. You can tell other people when you expect to arrive, and they can receive an up-
dated time and follow your journey with your permission. While you’re highly unlikely to lug an active laptop with you while in transit—even teth-
ered via an iPhone or iPad—this addition lets you start sharing from your Mac and then handle location updates from your mobile device. 

Safari 
Safari has seen more updates than nearly any other Apple app for macOS in recent years, with consistent streams of largely under-the-hood im-

provements, particularly in restricting 
unwanted tracking and ad-technology 
targeting. Big Sur goes deeper on privacy, 
but adds support for a new category of 
extensions—or, rather, welcomes them 
back—and has a number of more modest 
interface changes, too. 

Apple’s privacy features in Safari are 
extensive but largely hidden. A big chunk 
of my book Connect and Secure Your 
iPhone and iPad picks apart all the fea-
tures and explains how they work, as 
there’s little way to see them in action. 
With Big Sur, Apple added privacy re-
ports, so you can understand exactly what 
actions Safari is taking on your behalf. 

A general Privacy Report shows the last 
30 days of trackers that Safari has blocked 

https://www.takecontrolbooks.com/connect-secure/?pt=TIDBITS
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with Intelligent Tracking Prevention, which blocks trackers intended to follow you across different Web sites. You can also look at a summary for each 
site you visit, which lets you understand—and potentially complain about—practices engaged in by the site. Apple notes you can add a Privacy Re-
port as a start page and see it every time you open a new window or tab. 

Safari now integrates with a not-yet-disclosed tracking database of password breaches, and it alerts you if any account for which there’s a password 
stored in Safari is connected with data breaches that have become public. Billions of account records have been disclosed in recent years, and many 
people reuse passwords across accounts, as much as we don’t recommend it. Safari includes tools for updating passwords found in breaches. (Apple, 
like 1Password, may be relying on the massive database run by Have I Been Pwned, an Australia-based effort operated by a security researcher.) 
The new Safari can also import saved passwords from Chrome, along with bookmarks and your browsing history. 

Apple has shifted its approach on third-party extensions to Safari once again in Big Sur. Its first formal system in 2014 relied on JavaScript and Web 
technologies, making it accessible to a larger group of programmers than those developing Mac apps with Objective C. For security and other rea-
sons, Apple started restricting this approach in 2017 and eliminated it in September 2019 with the release of Safari 13 for old macOS releases, and 
shipped the next month as part of 10.14 Mojave. 

In Big Sur, Web extensions are back—and seemingly far better than before. Apple says it has adopted common specifications from the three other 
major browsers—Chrome, Firefox, and Edge—and will offer conversion tools for developers of extensions for those browsers to bring them easily to 
Safari for macOS. (Safari 14 will also support these extensions in Mojave and earlier compatible macOS releases.) 

Apple will continue to support native extensions for Safari and will spotlight them with a separate section on the Mac App Store. Currently, exten-
sions are mixed in with other software, and it can be hard to find them. These native extensions can access more advanced capabilities than Web ex-
tensions and, like all App Store items, pass Apple’s review process, are cryptographically signed, and are delivered only by Apple. 

Instead of allowing extensions to work everywhere by default, 
Safari in Big Sur adds them to site-specific controls. You can ap-
prove extensions to work on a site-by-site basis, like pop-up win-
dows, downloads, and location acquisition. This includes a pop-
up menu that explains the access you’re granting to an extension, 
which is currently found only in Safari’s site preferences. An ex-
tension grant can, like location, be for a day or forever. Access can 
be revoked through preferences, too. (We haven’t seen the precise 
settings yet, but it’s likely you can mark an extension as approved 
for all sites, too.) 

For those of us who like to keep only one Safari window with 
many dozens of tabs open, Big Sur lets you hover over a Safari tab 
to see a quick preview of the hidden page. Safari also displays tabs 
more efficiently, letting you see more at a glance in a single win-
dow. Apple promoted in its Big Sur announcement the appear-
ance in tabs of favicons—the tiny icons Web sites show as little 
logos in the Location field. However, that has been a feature since 
Mojave, turned off by default. As far as I can tell, it’s now just 
turned on. 

Safari also improves performance, with Apple claiming it’s now 50% faster at loading pages than Chrome on frequently visited sites. In another 
dig, Apple says Safari is “optimized specifically for Mac”—as opposed to developed in cross-platform environments—allowing for substantially less 
power consumption for video and somewhat less for general Web browsing than Chrome and Firefox. 

An interesting new feature available in beta at release lets you translate pages within Safari, instead of visiting a third-party site or copying and past-
ing text. A translation icon appears for sites that note in their underlying HTML code they’re in a language other than the one set for your operating 
system. Click it to translate into English, Spanish, Chinese, French, German, Russian, or Brazilian Portuguese. 

A Potpourri of Improvements to Other Apps 
Apple doesn’t leave other apps behind, though it’s likely the list of apps and changes to them will grow en route to Big Sur’s eventual release. 

• Photos: Those who are hoping for more out of Photos largely want more performance, better search, and a more reliable experience. Apple didn’t 
mention any of that—the proof will be in the picture of the pudding in the release version—but did say that it has tweaked quite a few individual 
aspects. Photos will receive a bump in its editor for a few image characteristics, but the biggest change is improved retouching, which switches from 
pure image analysis to machine learning to fix up problems in an image, like dust and scratches. Video editing in Photos lagged behind photo edit-
ing, and the latest version adds controls already available for still images. Apple also promises what it calls “easy, fluid navigation” in finding and 
viewing media across the many different organization methods found in Photos. While it’s not a macOS feature, Apple calls out that “captions”—
formerly called descriptions—now sync across iCloud Photos to iOS and iPadOS, which can view and add them, too. The Memories feature of 

https://haveibeenpwned.com/
https://www.fastcompany.com/90234724/when-passwords-get-stolen-this-australian-guy-alerts-the-world
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Photos, which uses machine learning to make sense of our grouped days and media and runs a soundtrack under them, receives “more relevant” 
selections of photos and videos and a great variety of music. 

• Apple Arcade and Game Center: For Apple Arcade subscribers, the service is more deeply integrated with macOS than before. You can view the 
entire game category and sort and filter it, interact more fully with friends in Game Center, and examine achievements, progress, goals, and mile-
stones. Game Center now includes a dashboard that appears within Arcade games. 

• Music and Podcasts: The Music app, new in Catalina, has been tweaked in Big Sur to add Listen Now, which centralizes a lot of different features 
for discovering and listening to music and interviews in one place. Apple says search has been upgraded to provide more custom results based on 
what you listen to. A similar feature added to Podcasts also helps advise you on what to play next and discover episodes you haven’t heard from 
podcasts you already follow. Podcasts also gains editorial suggestions. 

• Reminders: You can now assign reminders to people, get smart suggestions based on previous reminders for where and when a reminder should 
get tacked, use emoji and other symbols in your lists, pull in suggestions from Mail, and organize smart lists. Apple has also improved searching 
here as elsewhere in Big Sur. 

• Voice Memos and Notes: Voice Memos was more of an application stub in Catalina, and in Big Sur, it grows up. You can mark favorites, organize 
recordings into static and smart folders, and reduce echoes and noise with a click. Notes similarly gets a few improvements, producing better search 
results, making it easier to format text quickly, and improving scans when you use Continuity to access an iPad or iPhone. 

• FaceTime: In a nod to the hearing-impaired community, FaceTime will recognize when a participant is using sign language in a Group FaceTime 
call and make that person’s rectangle larger. 

• Weather: We see the fruits of Apple’s acquisition of machine-learning weather forecasting company Dark Sky with the addition of predictions of 
rain and snow in the next hour (only in the US). The Weather widget will now also suggest if conditions in the next day will become warmer, 
colder, or wetter. Severe weather alerts have been added for the US, Europe, Japan, Canada, and Australia. 

• Spotlight: Spotlight is a much-loved, often-maligned feature, as it’s invaluable to search all text, files, folders, and other matter across your drives 
and bring in external information about weather, sports, general knowledge, and more. But it’s often sluggish, and results sometimes feel arbitrarily 
presented. Apple promises Big Sur’s Spotlight is “faster than ever” and streamlines the list of results you see. You can now also use Quick Look 
within Spotlight, letting you preview the contents of files and manage some aspects of PDFs—including signing them! Spotlight is now the de-
fault search technology in Safari, Pages, Keynote, and other apps. 

• Home and HomeKit: The Home app sees the light with adaptive controls for light bulbs that can use different colors across the day, letting it 
automatically adjust the color temperature throughout the day—like Night Shift for smart bulbs. Home also lets you match people you’ve identi-
fied in Photos with recognition from video captures by compatible home security cameras and doorbell cams. Cameras that work with HomeKit 
Secure Video can also now set specific activity zones for notifications or video capture within the full camera view. Finally, Apple has reorganized 
Home to provide a graphical dashboard at the top of alerts and status changes. 
A Grab Bag of Other Big Sur Changes 
Finally, Big Sur brings a big box of miscellaneous enhancements. 

• Privacy: Apple always likes to stress privacy improvements. The Mac App Store will require developers to provide details on their apps’ privacy 
practices and will display those details in a standard fashion before you purchase, just as the App Store will in iOS 14. Apple relies on self-reported 
practices from the developers, and we’ll see how well Apple can enforce them—and whether we will ignore them quickly, just as almost no one 
reads a whole EULA before agreeing to a software license. 

• Battery Health: Apple calls out Optimized Battery Charging for Big Sur, but the feature first appeared in 10.15.5 Catalina (see “macOS 10.15.5 
Update Adds Battery Health Management,” 26 May 2020). It’s still a great feature: it matches charging to your usage patterns to reduce battery 
wear that occurs when charging a battery to full capacity whenever it’s plugged in. 

• Faster updates: Big Sur handles software updates largely in the background before a restart, requiring less time to complete. It can manage this by 
cryptographically signing the system volume, a step up from the read-only separation of system and user data that appeared in Catalina. The digital 
signature allows the updater to be certain that files exist precisely in the expected location, allowing them to be effectively updated in place while the 
current system continues to run and be usable. This should reduce the time noticeably that you watch the long progress bar showing a system up-
date. 

• AirPods device detection: Apple has significantly improved the ability of the AirPods and AirPods Pro to switch automatically across all your de-
vices linked to the same iCloud account. The same is true for all Apple and Beats headphones with the H1 chip. A pop-up banner in Big Sur will 
show which device is streaming audio to the AirPods. 

• Siri: Apple claims that Siri has become smarter, able to answer a wider variety of broad questions instead of what seems to be a limited set of specif-
ic ones. Apple suggests that Siri can now answer, “How do hybrid cars work?” and “What causes seasons?” We’d settle for Siri just working reliably. 

• Subscriptions and Family Sharing: You can now share third-party app subscriptions in all App Stores with Family Sharing. Previously, Apple 
only allowed purchases to be shared from apps that participated—which is most apps—while excluding subscriptions and in-app purchases. That 
was particularly awkward, given that Apple encouraged developers to focus more heavily on recurring subscription revenue instead of a one-time 
app purchase price. 
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Reviews
Affinity Publisher 

by L. Davenport 

Affinity Publisher is a desktop publishing program from Seirf (Europe), Ltd., makers of Affinity Photo and Affinity Design. Affinity Publisher lets 
you create, publish and share electronic or print-ready documents and publications. 

The Interface 
Affinity Publisher defaults to the typical dark look but can be changed to a lighter look. It has tools along the left side of the window and parameter 

options on the right side. 
At the top of the window is a Context toolbar that updates to show the options available for the currently selected tool, making it quick and easy to 

access the settings as you design. 

Affinity Publisher defaults to the Normal (single window) mode. This means that all panels will be docked together. In the optional Separated 
mode, the panels (or panel groups) and toolbars are floating, and each open document has its own view (although you can still create groups). This 
means that you can be working on several documents at a time, each having their own full screen desktop! 

StudioLink / Personas 
If you also own Affinity Photo and Affinity Design, Affinity Publisher’s StudioLink option lets you seamlessly move between these programs (Per-

sonas). So while working in Affinity Publisher, you can click a button and then have Affinity Designer’s vector drawing features and tools at your 
disposal. Likewise with a single click you can have access to Affinity’s Photo’s photo editing features and tools (to tweak an image, etc.). FYI: this isn’t 
an app switcher, this brings up the other application’s tools right inside Affinity Publisher. Very convenient. 

Tools 
Affinity Publisher’s tools care grouped into three categories:  

Figure 1. I was able to easily replicate our Silicon Summit newsletter in Affinity Publisher.
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• Layout tools: Pen, Fill, Move, 
Picture frame, Transparency, Vec-
tor crop, etc.  
• Text Tools: Artistic text, Frame 
Text, Table, and tools. 
• Shape tools: This has a wide 
range of shapes for you to choose 
from - everything from rectangles 
to hearts. 

Layer Effects 
Layer effects can be applied to 

either selected objects or the entire 
layer to add more creativity to your 
design. Some of the effects consist of: 
Bevel/Emboss, 3D effect, Inner and 
Outer glow, Inner and Outer Shad-
ow, Gradient and Color overlays, 
Gaussian Blur, and Outline. 

Master pages 
Any desktop publishing program 

worth its salt gives you the option to have Master Pages. Master Pages can be a single page or two-page spread. They are handy if you have logos, 
backgrounds, picture or text frames, etc. that you want to appear on more than one page. For example, look at the top of this page, you will see a 
blue rectangle that contains the name of this newsletter along with the page number. That is from a Master Page. Any time I want to add a new page 

Figure 2. Affinity Publisher supports Master Pages for either single or two page spreads.

Figure 3. Affinity Publisher’s Baseline Grids helps you align text for the whole document or just for individ-
ual text frames.
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to this newsletter, I simply add this Master 
Page to the newsletter. In fact this is only 
one of the Master pages that I use in this 
newsletter.  

If you look closely to the left side of Fig-
ure 2), you will see eight Master Page 
thumbnails - each has place holders for 
graphics already set up. You can also see 
that the page to the right of the thumbnails 
was created using one of these Master pages 
(column 1 - 2nd row). 

Baseline grids 
There is a Baseline Grid option that 

provides you with a series of equally-spaced 
horizontal guides that make it easy to per-
fectly cross-align body copy between 
frames and columns across your whole 
document  (Figure 3). 

A baseline grid can be applied to the 
entire document or individual text frames 
within it, and will it align baselines across 
linked or completely separate text frames. 

Text wrapping 
There will be times when you want to 

add images to your document. When you 
do, they will most-likely overlap your text - 
making it very difficult to read the text 
underneath it. But with Text Wrapping, 
you can have the text wrap around your 
image in various ways, e.g. have it tightly 
wrap around the inside or outside of the 
image, have the text wrap around a rec-
tangle which surrounds the image, have 
text only appear above and below the im-
age, etc. 

Adjustments 
There are 22 different “Adjustments” that can be applied to your design as a new layer for creative or corrective purposes. Adjustment layers only 

effect objects in the layer which are below them. You can also make an adjustment a “child” of an object, so it would only effect that object. 
The adjustments are:  

Black and White   HSL    Posterize    Threshold  
Brightness and Contrast  Invert Color Balance  Recolor (Figure 5)   Vibrance 
Channel Mixer   Lens Filte r   Selective Color   White Balance    
Curves    Levels    Shadows/Highlights  
Exposure    LUT    Soft Proof   
Gradient Map   OCIO (OpenColorIO)  Split Toning   

Pinned (anchored) objects 
Shapes, images, tables or other text frames can either float alongside in relation to a pinned position in your text (or other page element) or be 

placed inline in your text. In either instance, objects can then move with the text as you add further text content or move the text frame itself. 

Figure 4. The Guides Manager lets you set the non-printing guide lines using units 
or percentages. The included Column Guides settings lets specify the number of 
evenly spaced columns and rows - whether horizontally or vertically.



Text can wrap around floating pinned objects that 
overlap the text frame. Whereas the inline anchored ob-
jects do not allow text wrapping. 

Indexes 
Indexes are invaluable for lengthy documents. Simply 

put, you mark a word or series of words to be put in the 
Index. Then at a later date, you can go to the Index, look 
for that word, and be given the page number that it re-
sides on. It is a great timesaver for finding needed infor-
mation. Affinity Publisher’s Indexes also supports Sub 
Topics and Cross References. 

Table Of Contents 
In addition to Indexes, you can also add one or more 

Table of Contents. A Table Of Contents searches your 
document for text in specified text styles (typically head-
ings) and reproduces that text in a list with page num-
bers. 

Drop Caps 
You can spruce up the look of your document by 

adding a Drop Cap to the first character(s) of a paragraph 
(Figure 7). The Drop Cap options give you complete 
control of the Drop Cap: 
• Height in lines: Specify the height of the Drop Cap in 

lines. 
• Characters: Specify the number of characters to be 

dropped. 
• Distance to text: You can specify how close the Drop 

Cap and the rest of the text should be. This value can 
even be a negative number to allow the text to be closer 
to the Drop Cap. 

• Align left edge: This ensures that the Drop Cap is aligned to the left-hand edge of the column. 
• Scale for descenders: This ensures that the size of any Drop Cap containing descenders is automatically adjusted so it matches the alignment of 

other dropped caps. 

Supported File Formats 
Open:     Place:      Export 
Affinity Photo    Affinity Photo & Designer   PDF 
Affinity Designer   PDF      Adobe Photoshop 
PDF     Adobe Illustrator & Photoshop   JPEG, PDF, SVG, PSD, PNG 
Adobe Illustrator   Text Files (DOCX & RTF)   TIFF, GIF, & EPS formats 
Adobe Photoshop   Spreadsheets: Excel, Numbers, LibreOffice   
Adobe InDesign (IDML only)  PNG, JPG, TIFF, SVG images 
     Adobe InDesign (IDML only) 
Guides Manager 

I find non-printing guide lines very helpful when I am creating documents. They assist me in the positioning of text boxes, etc.  
Affinity Publisher lets you “eyeball” the positioning of the guide lines, e.g. you drag a line out from the horizontal or vertical rulers and place it 

where you want it. In fact, that’s exactly what I did when I replicated my newsletter format in one of my tests of Affinity Publisher. At that time I 
hadn’t discovered Affinity Publisher’s Guides Manager (Figure 4). 

The Guides Manager lets you set the guide lines (on either the Master Pages or on an individual page) using units or percentages. There is even a 
setting for Column Guides where you can specify the number of evenly spaced columns and rows - whether horizontally or vertically. 
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Over Printing 

The average user probably doesn’t know of or 
have used Over Printing. But Professionals 
probably do know what it is and is for. Basically 
Over Printing means that you can print one 
ink color on top of another. Affinity Publisher 
offers this professional printing feature. 

Sidecar 
If you have a Mac running Mac OS 10.15 

and an iPad running iPadOS 13, you can ex-
tend or mirror your desktop onto your iPad’s 
display. This way you can use your iPad and 
your Apple Pencil to edit documents in your 
Affinity Mac apps. 

Undo History 
Affinity Publisher can undo/redo over 8,000 

History steps! It can Save the History so you 
can undo steps later even on different comput-
ers. It can Undo actions performed in other Affinity suite apps and 
there is also an AutoSave feature that protects against unexpected 
shutdowns. 

Learning Made Easy 
Access over 50 categorized video tutorials - every one shot in 4k! 

There is also a comprehensive in-app product Help. 
      
Testing 

The first test I ever do when I am reviewing a desktop publishing 
program is to recreate the template for our newsletter. As you can see - 
I was successful (Figure 1). You can’t tell my Pages version from the 
Affinity Publisher version. It did take a little time to get accustomed to 
where each feature that I needed was located, but after a while I was 
placing content where I wanted etc. 

Final words 
This review covered only a few of the options that you can find in 

Affinity Publisher. Space limitations in this newsletter prevent me from delving further into the program. If you are interested, I suggest that you go 
to the Affinity Publisher web site to see Affinity Publisher’s full feature list. 

The Skinny 
Evaluation: The average person will be able to do basic things out of the box, but the special effects do need some research in the help file. It took 
me forever to figure out where the shadow controls were. But with some patience and reading through the manual and watching the Video tutorials, 
you can be up and running in no time. Affinity Publisher is a powerful desktop publishing program. I own its sister programs: Affinity Designer and 
Affinity Photo, so Affinity Publisher has even more capabilities for me. Affinity Publisher comes with a lot of tools and options that will fill the needs 
of most people. I suggest that you take it for a test-run to see if it suits your needs. 
Requirements: macOS 10.9 - 10.15, Intel processor Duo or better, 4GB RAM, 1.4GB of available hard drive space (more during installation, 1280 
x 768 display or better. 
Company: Serif (Europe) Ltd. 
Price: $49.99  (No Subscription required!) - Available also from the Mac App store for the same price. 
Available Demo Copy (at the bottom of the web page) 

Figure 6. You can add tables to your documents.

Figure 7. The Drop Caps feature lets you set the number of 
lines the cap drops, the spacing between the drop cap and 
the rest of the text, the number of characters to drop, etc.

https://affinity.serif.com/en-us/tutorials/publisher/desktop/
https://affinity.serif.com/en-us/publisher/full-feature-list/
https://affinity.serif.com/en-us/
https://affinity.serif.com/en-us/publisher/
https://affinity.serif.com/en-us/tutorials/publisher/desktop/
https://affinity.serif.com/en-us/publisher/full-feature-list/
https://affinity.serif.com/en-us/
https://affinity.serif.com/en-us/publisher/
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Art Text 4 
by L. Davenport 

Every once in a while professionals and the average Mac user will want to jazz up their document with a fancy heading, banner, logo, icon, or but-
ton. But unless you are very familiar with your graphics program, satisfying results are very hard to come by. That’s where Art Text comes to the res-
cue. Once you type in your heading, it is a simple matter of choosing from a wide range of types and styles. If you don’t see what you want, you can 
create your own shape and styles. 

Within the Text panel is an edit box 
that lets you type in your desired text as a 
single line or multiple lines. Font editing 
tools are available for kerning, line spac-
ing, paragraph alignment, plus there is a 
button to bring up the System’s Font 
Manager.  

Art Text is not only for text. It can also 
work with vector shapes (more about this 
later).  

Art Text Interface 
• Along the left side of the Art Text win-

dow are the libraries of icons, back-
grounds, and style presets (Figure 5). 
There is also a Layers list. This is where 
you can access all of the objects in your 
document by their names or thumb-
nails. 

• At the center of the Art Text window is 
the canvas. All of the transformations 
can be seen in real-time in the canvas so you can see if you are getting your desired results. 

• To the right is the Inspector. Depending on the selected object type, the Inspector shows either 2D or 3D tools and effects. To reduce clutter, the 
Tools are grouped into sections with only one section open at a time. 

Shapes & the Vector Shape Editor 
There are hundreds of vector shapes that you can choose from and manipulate. The 

Vector Shapes panel contains everything from simple arrows all the way up to animals 
and sailboats (Figure 9).  

If you can’t find a shape that you like, you can modify one of the existing vector 
shapes, create your own custom shapes using the internal Vector Shape Editor (Figure 
10), or import vector designs from other Vector creating programs. 

Figure 1. This text example was created by using a mix of different styles.

Figure 4. This is an example of Art Text’s En-
hanced shading that gives the surface a real 
3D look.

Figure 2. You can use one of the predefined 
Geometry shapes or you can use the Bezier tool 
to distort your text or graphic.

Figure 3. You can use Art Text’s tools to take a flat 2D vector image and 
give the edges a beveled look using color fills (center image) or convert 
it into a 3D image that can be rotated (right image).



Fills 
You can manually set the fill and stroke of your text or image. You 

can fill them with a plain color, gradient, or a texture. You can also set 
the Shadow, Glow, and Background of your image or text. Back-
grounds can be empty, a color, or an image. 

You can apply a material (such as glass, metal or plastic) to your text 
or image. There is an “Editor of Materials” that lets you modify a cur-
rent material or create your own material from scratch. You can set the 
diffuse or specular color, shininess, etc. 

Spray Fill 
You can create your words using coffee beans, colored balls, leaves, 

LEGO® Pieces, clouds, etc.  (Figure 11) or import your own fill images. 
You can create your lettering design from highly random to a very 
structured layout and fill sizes. 

Enhanced Shading 
Shading Materials are special 2D visual effects that simulate bumping 

and embossing. The Bump Map option improves the Shading Materi-
als by adding bumps and wrinkles to convex and embossed text effects 
(Figure 4). 

You can also apply a glass, plastic or gold finish, make the surface 
glossy, matte, bright or faded, or give your graphic a watercolor, oil paint 
or pencil drawing look. 

Transformation Effects 
The Transformation Effects geometrically distort your text or image. You can give your text a wavy, slanted, or inflated 

look using one of the 21 predefined transformation shapes (Figure 6). Simply choose the shape you like and your text or 
graphic is instantly distorted into an arch, slant toward the sky, etc. There are also three shapes that have Bezier handles 
that you can use to manually warp your text to make the text or graphic bulge, contract, or follow a wavy line (Figure 2). 

Mask Effects 
Art Text comes with a variety of masks that you can use to give your text an aged or a scratched look. Other Masks 

create cutaways in your text revealing the background behind it. You can combine masks with other effects to get im-
pressive results. 

Light Effects 
Art Text comes with a variety of light effects that you can apply to your document (Figure 7). 

Real 3D Text 
Art Text has a 3D modeling engine that helps to convert any text, symbol or pictogram to 3D. It embeds the 3D ren-

derer together with tons of customizable 3D materials to ensure super realistic results. 
When you add 3D text to the canvas, a small “Rotation tool” appears at the bottom of the text  (Figure 8). You can 

use this to rotate the text in to the orientation that you want. 

Paint Lettering 
Art Text comes with a variety of fills, distortion effects, and object content that you can use to design highly realistic, 

hand painted, ink written, and watercolor lettering art. 

Export 
You can export to the Clipboard or as a file saved in the TIFF, PDF, PNG, JPEG, or GIF formats (you  can set the 

DPI for the final exported file - I saved one file at 1200 DPI). You can also export the layers as separate files so you can 
use them in another art program.  
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Figure 5. These are five of the six ready-made style preset 
categories showing most of the available presets. You can use 
each one as-is or change its colors, distort it, etc.

Figure 6. Available 
Transformation ef-
fects.
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Art Text has several sharing options. So 
you can send your file to a particular appli-
cation or service. 

What comes with the package 
• 186 free design templates (237 more are 

available for purchase) 
• 122 style presets 
• 440+ Spray Fill objects 
• 18 Spray Fill presets 
• 110+ Masks 
• 150+ Height Map masks for 3D Bump 

Map 
• 150+ Reflection masks 

The Skinny 
Evaluation: I reviewed Art Text way back when I was using an old Mac 
G4 (back in the horse and buggy days). So when I decided to review it 
again, I thought “This is a simple program. How much could have 
changed?  I’ll review it in no-time.” Was I wrong. Art Text has really pro-
gressed over the years. It has tons of options that required time for me to 
test and write about. I was quite impressed. But don’t get me wrong - if 
you don’t want to delve deep into its capabilities, you can add your text 
to one of its ready-made presets and be done with it.  

I like that you are not limited to the ready-made presets. You can use one of the presets as a starting off point for further modifications, or create 
your own transformations and styles from scratch. 
Requires: macOS X 10.14 or higher, 2 GB of free hard drive space, Metal capable video card 
Company: BeLight Software   
Price: $29.99 (From Belight Software or the Mac App store) 
Demo Available 

Figure 8. The 3D text comes with a rotation tool that you can use to 

Figure 9. Art Text comes with a large array of vector images that 
you can use. They are divided into twelve different groups. Five of 
the groups are shown here with only a handful of the available im-
ages showing in each group. 

Figure 7. You can 
add  light effects to 
your document.

Figure 11. The Spray fill makes it look like the text was 
drawn with objects like coffee beans, balls, LEGO® pieces, 
pills, clouds, etc. 

https://www.belightsoft.com
https://text.design/art-text/
https://www.belightsoft.com
https://text.design/art-text/
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Neat Video 
by L. Davenport 

How many times has it happened to you, e.g. you were at an important event in the evening (whether it was for personal or business purposes) 
and you were videoing it for posterity. Then at home you discover the dreaded graininess that happens in low light situations. The video is ruined! 
Or atlease low quality. What to do? 

All is not lost if you have Final Cut Pro X and the Neat Video plug-in. 
Neat Video is a filter designed to reduce noise and grain in digital video. 
According to ABSoft, Neatlab: “Neat Video incorporates the most ad-
vanced noise reduction algorithms in the industry and takes into account 
specific characteristics of particular video capturing devices – video cam-
era, camcorder, computer TV-tuner, etc. – making the filtration cus-
tomized and more accurate.” 

Neat Video is simple to use: You start by dragging the Neat Video 
filter onto your video in the timeline. This adds the Neat Video filter to 
Final Cut Pro’s Inspector. Unlike other plug-ins that have lots of parame-
ters that you tweak in the Inspector, Neat Video has a solitary button 
called: “Select to open”. When pressed, it opens a separate Neat Video 
window. (Figure 1)  

The Neat Video window has two modes:  
• Basic: The Basic mode has a pared down control set or beginners who 

have just started using Neat Video.  
• Advanced: This is for power users. It has the complete tool set that gives 

the user full control over the noise profiling and filtration process. 

Figure 1. I took these two screenshots in Final Cut Pro before (on the right) and after (on the left) I applied the Neat 
Video filter - using just the default settings. You can clearly see that the graininess has been removed from the video 
footage. All without losing the detail in the footage.
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There are three buttons at the top called “Auto Profile”, Generic Profile”, and “Load Profile”. 
• Auto Profile: This will take all the guesswork out of the process by doing everything for you, e.g. it will look in your video for areas that contain 

visible noise but doesn’t contain any visible or important details. Usually, Neat Video can find these featureless areas automatically. But if it has 
trouble, you can help it find a featureless area. It installs a default set of preferences. 

In Figure 1 you can see that Neat Video placed a blue box in part of the night sky. If you could zoom way in, you would also see that there are 
no telephone lines or anything else within that box. So it is perfect for the Profiling process. Once it has located this spot, simply press the “Apply” 
button. You will be taken back to Final Cut Pro and the modifications will be made to your footage in the Timeline (Figure 3). 

That was the over simplified version of how to use Neat Video. Here is a more in-depth look at the options, etc.: 
• Generic Profile: Neat Video is very good at finding featureless spots in a clip, but if it can’t, you can use the Generic Profile function to create a 

generic noise profile. Then you can fine-tune its settings to match the noise in your video. 
• Load Profile: You can make (and save) profiles for your cameras and then use these to process you videos in the future. 

Adjust and Preview tab: This lets you see what the final look of the film would be. You can also make further modifications to the final look using 
the parameter settings in this tab. 

Once you are satisfied and tap: Apply, the Noise Video window closes and you are returned to Final Cut pro. Your video is instantly cleaned up of 
the unwanted noise (Figure 2). 

Sharpening 
The sharpening filter that increases sharpness of the details in your video without increasing the noise strength. 

Dust and Scratches 
Neat Video can also reduce spots, dots, and lines of relatively large size from your footage. There is a slider that lets you specify how 

much to remove. This is handy if you don’t want to remove all of the scratches so people viewing it would recognize is as old film-based 
videos. 

Flicker 
Noise Video can reduce the sudden changes of brightness affecting the whole frame or parts of the frame. Flicker is often present in 

older film-based videos and can be caused by artifacts created during video compression, from artificial lighting, etc. 

Figure 2. This screenshot shows the cleaned up video in the Final Cut Pro X window.
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Jitter Reduction 
Neat Video has a filter that will suppress the jitter of fine details which make it appear as if objects are moving or trembling. 

Variants 
If you want to compare different adjustments and then select the one that has the best visual results, you can create up to four “Variants”. Each 

variant would have its own set of filter settings. This way you can quickly switch between them to evaluate their previews and then pick the one that 
you like the best. 

Create a Device Noise Profile 
Neat Video needs to know the characteristics of the noise produced by the video camera, drone camera, iPhone, etc. that took the 

video. This way it can efficiently filter out the noise. 
If you would like to see more examples, I suggest that you go to Neat Videos Examples web page. There are 12 short videos that show 

Neat Video’s filter cleaning up various types of noise distortion (Figure 3) being one of the examples. 

Video File Formats 
Neat Video is able to process any video format that is supported by your editing application including AVI, MPEG, MOV, WMV 

and many more. 

Testing 
To learn the basics, I used the grainy video of the cars that Neat Video provides (figure 1 & 2). I was quite impressed with the results 

when I hadn’t even tweaked any of the settings. I did try the filter on my own videos and was able to easily filter out most of the graini-
ness. 

The Skinny 
Evaluation: I like that you can use Neat Video’s Basic mode to clean up a video really quickly or move on to the Advance mode with all 
of its extra tools and adjustments which lets you fine-tune the filtering process. 

I wish I had Neat Video way back when I was using a camera that had trouble getting quality footage in low light situations. But all is 
not lost, I can go back and clean up those videos now that I do have Neat Video. 
Requires: macOS 10.9 - 10.15, Final Cut Pro 10.0.4 or higher, Motion 5; Neat Video supports most CUDA-capable NVIDIA GPUs 
and a large number of AMD video cards via OpenCL and Metal. 
Company: ABSoft, Neatlab 
Price: Home: $74.90 (Maximum frame size 1920 x 1080) 
          Pro: $129.90 (Maximum frame size: Unlimited, plus it can use two or more GPUs simultaneously and is licensed for commercial 

use) 
Available demo copy 

Figure 3. This is from one of ABSoft’s video examples. Notice how Neat Video filtered out almost all of the noise. 
Quit impressive!

https://www.neatvideo.com/home
https://www.neatvideo.com/download
https://www.neatvideo.com/home
https://www.neatvideo.com/download
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Membership Application Form 
Membership entitles you to access to our online forums, participation in prize drawings, and access to the bar-
gains in the members area of the SMMUG website at www. smmug.org. SMMUG renewal membership dues 
($30) apply to the calendar year and are paid each December for the following year. Use the following table for 
NEW MEMBERSHIP ONLY: 

 JAN 1 to MAR 31 - $30.00  APR 1 to JUN 30 - $20.00  
 JUL 1 to SEPT 30 - $15.00  OCT 1 to DEC 31 - $10.00 

Please Print Clearly!     Today’s Date  

Name 
 Street Address 
 City/State/ZIP 

 Home Telephone 
 E-mail Address

Have you previously been a member of SMMUG? 
How did you learn about SMMUG? 

Make your check payable to:  SMMUG   
Then mail or give this form and your check to:

SMMUG, Inc.    
2100 Wood Avenue 
Colorado Springs, CO 80907-6718 

Please make an online account for me. 
User Name _______________

Don’t make an online account for me. I 
do not want one or I already have one.

Business Telephone 

About Us 

The Silicon Mountain Macintosh User Group, Inc. (a nonprofit educational corporation) was formed in Colorado Springs, Col-
orado in 1985, and is one of the oldest Macintosh User Groups in the United States. SMMUG, Inc. is dedicated to helping 
members enjoy and learn about their Macintosh computer, iPhone and iPad devices. 

Club membership is open to everyone and you are cordially invited to visit our free monthly General Meeting on the second 
Monday of each month, at 7:00 PM. For those new to the Macintosh, we have a Question & Answer session at 6:00 PM, where 
our collective expertise can help answer your questions.  

All members receive a monthly newsletter, published on our web site, see great reviews of software and hardware, or can partici-
pate in the monthly door prize drawing. Each member gets one vote during annual Officer Elections. No corporate memberships 
are granted. 

Our officers are volunteers and receive no pay. All funds raised are used for the cost of operating the club and its meetings. 

http://www.smmug.org
http://www.smmug.org

